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• Issues and assumptions
• Data

• Per capitaclaim cost beforeversus after age 65
• Transition strategies

MR. THOMAS TOHER: Our panelistsare Andrea Feshbachfrom Foster Higginsand
Mac McCarthy from William Mercer, and our recorderis BillKlunkfrom William
Mercer.

I thought I'd first take a look at a few bottom linesin 1992 annual reports that
businessesput out for their shareholders. They all have storiesto tell and thingsto
say. I have two examples,one modified a little bit for presentationand the second,
completely adulteratedfor my purposes;Ill point out the adulteration.

The first example demonstratesa lossof $0.08 a share in 1992 against a gain of
$1.69 a share in 1991. The management people had a very good report to the
company's shareholders,and the management people saidthey had a fine year,
continuingin their growth and incomein value to shareholders. You might ask, "How
could they do that with a straight face?" This is a little explanationof what hap-
pened. If we lookedat the net income or lossbefore we made any accounting
changes, the value to shareholdersof $1.44 in 1992 versusthe $1.69 in 1991 looks
a little better. The accountingchange, of course, was the implementationof FAS
106 or postretirement medical benef_s. The differencebetween these two numbers
and the previousones is what is known in the trade as "the cumulative effect
adjustment." Basically,managementtook the accumulated postretirementbenefit
obligation (APBO) and expanded it.

The next example demonstrates anotheradjustment in management's story to its
stockholders. We shouldlook at the earningsin terms of net incomeor lossbefore
any unusual charges. Between the two years there were some assetsales, plant
closedowns and so on. Now, 1992 at $1.66 is startingto shapeup as at least a
better year than 1991. This is management's versionof the bottom line. When you
take out accounting changes, the unusual items and the amount of increasedretiree
benefit expense (this is the servicecost plusthe interest cost that went through
ordinary operations),1992, on a comparablebasiswith 1991, showed earnings per
share of $1.77, compared to $1.62 for the prioryear, a growth of 9% and some-
thing that management could be very proud of.

So, if we look at the numbers on an applesto applesbasis(Table 1), management
has shown to its shareholdersthat it has really given them value. One of manage-
ment's comments in the report was that the effect of the accountingchanges, while
a significantnumber,didn't hurt the company's cash positionone bit, and the bond
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rating stayed up; life will go on. These are just accounting changes and will be
footnoted in future annual reports.

TABLE 1
Net Income (Loss)

Earnings/Losses 1992 1991

NetIncome $ 1.77 $ 1.62

FAS 106 - Current Net of
Tax Benefits (0.11 ) -

Net Income $ 1.66 $ 1.62

Unusual Items (0.22) 0.07

FAS #106 -- Cumulative (1.52) --

NETINCOME $(0.08) $ 1.69

Let us go back through a recapitulation of the two years. For net income, if we
factor out all the unusual items and variances between 1992-91, we see $1.77
versus $1.62. The current charges for FAS 106 were $0.11 a share, service cost
and interest cost. But, that's also net of taxes giving us the $1.66 against $1.62.
The unusual items are detailed. The company had a loss in 1992 of $0.22 a share
for selling off assets, a gain the previous year. The cumulative effect adjustment, as
management calls it, is $1.52 a share and we get back to the $0.08 and $1.69.
But, from presentation to stockholders, the number management wants you to focus
in on is $1.77 and $1.62. The $0.11 is going to be there, and ff we factor that into
share prices as opposed to getting rid of the unusual items, for a company that's
selling at 20 times earnings, that's a few bucks a share.

The last idea I'd like to talk about is the impact of taxes on the bottom line. FAS 106
may be "The Beast That Ate The Bottom Line," and we can see how it did it in that
example, but there is a way back: APB 11 and FAS 96, two operative standards for
accounting for income taxes. For 1993 and eadieryears there's FAS 109. There are
primary differences, which you'll see in the example. APB 11 is an income statement
treatment of taxes, so each year a company looksat incomeand expenses on a tax
basis and on a GAAP basis, figures out the differencesand makes a provisionfor
income tax, either a credit or a debit. The management peoplejust sort of throw
these things into accountswithout any "reality tracking." They could have taxes
from 1972 with 1972 rates buriedsome place,

FAS 96 tried to go to the balance sheet as the basicidea of makinga provisionfor
taxes, lookingat all the items on the balance sheet, assetsand liabilities,bookvalues
verses tax values, and the basic allowancefor incometaxes was to look at the
company at a point in time. The company was allowed to put up a tax benefit if you
had taxable incomethat would be generated or reversedfrom differencesbetween
book and tax values. FAS 96 was a rather stringent statement and few companies
adopted it.
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FAS 109 is a little bit different, but it's gone back to the balance sheet concept. So,
the tax people go down the balance sheet, compute deferred tax credits and deferred
tax liabilities. They do a nice footnote on it, and then they set up what's known as
"evaluation allowance." If you have a deferred tax asset, and this would be the case
ff we booked retiree medical expense, that's a liability. Presumably, in future years,
there will be tax deductions for that. You'd set up an asset equal to your tax rate
times the liability, and that number will get remarked every year, depending on the
liability. If, in the assessment of management, it's more likely than not that these tax
credits will occur, then you're allowed to put up the full assets. Otherwise, there's a
reserve for doubtful accounts.

Table 2 is a real example modified by me. This company adopted FAS 106 in 1991
and happened to be operating under FAS 96 for tax purposes in 1991. Before
anything happened it lost $1.05 a share. Under FAS 106, the company decided to
take the cumulative effect adjustment, which was $3.96, and show a nice loss for
the year, $5.01. In 1992, the company came out real good. There wasn't a bottom
line for the beast to eat. The company lost $12.03 just on operations; however, to
help everybody out, management switched over to FAS 109 for accounting, and FAS
109 gave the company a tax benefit of $3.33. If you compared that to the 1991
results, had the company put together FAS 106 and FAS 109, perhaps 1991 would
have looked a little bit better. Apparently the management people decided that 1992
wasn't going to be that great, so they held off adopting FAS 109 and picked up
$3.30 a share to take a terrible year to awful.

TABLE 2
Net Income (Loss)

Earnings/Losses 1992 1991

Before $(12.03) $(1.05)

FAS 106 - (3.96)

FAS 109 $3.33 -

FAS 106 (Loss) (1.92) -

FAS 109 - Benefit 0.79 -

$(9.83) $(5.01)

There is a little story here, though. The last two items are things that I gratuitously
added to the company's profit and loss statement for the year. I looked at the
statement's footnote, and the footnote disclosesan actuarial type loss in FAS 106
that's been deferred to future years. This is really two years of operations, the start
of 1991 to the end of 1992, most of it happenedin 1992. The company has a
deferred lossof $1.92 a share, $2 a sharefrom the operationsof its actuarial
assumptions and other thingsin its retireemedical plan. FAS 106 would give the
company a $0.79 benefit, if I computed it correctly. But, the company's net loss,
when we put all these together for the year, would have been $9.83.

For thoughts of lossesand actuarialassumptions,I'm going to turn the program over
to Andrea Feshbachfor a littlediscussion. Andrea is a managing consultantwith A.
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Foster Higgins in the Minneapolis office. She's experienced in both pension and group
actuarial consulting, and she's going to present the assumptions and computational
issues in performing FAS 106 valuation. She'll discuss demographic assumptions,
plan related assumptions, economic assumptions, sensitivity of assumptions, attribu-
tion issues, cash flow and expense projections.

MS. ANDREA FESHBACH: Actually, I'm not really going to discuss all these things.
I'm going to hit the high points of some of the things I've experienced in dealing with
FAS 106 valuations and then hope that during the question session some of you who
have had other interesting experiences will share them so that we can all learn from
them.

Challenges with respect to demographic assumptions come when there has been no
defined-benefit plan or when the defined-benefit plan's withdrawal and retirement
assumptions have been sloppy. You can certainly do that when you're doing a
pension plan valuation, but you can't when you're doing a retiree medical valuation.
It's been an eye-opening experience to some employers that do not have a defined-
benefit plan to ask them for enough information to do a select and ultimate tumover
study so that you can have realisticturnover assumptions. It's also interestingto
predict retirementages when you have a smallor nonexistentretiree population.

Basedon experience, I can give you a few suggestionson how to do a retireestudy
that will make sense. First, make sure that the group of retireesin your pension plan,
if that's the data you have to work with, is the same as the group of retirees in your
retiree medical plan. We had one situation where the defined-benefit plan was
contributory. Only about half of the group participated in it, and the retirement
experienceof the peoplewho had a retirementplan was considerablydifferent from
the retirement experienceof the people who didn't. Another thing that mucked up a
retirement study for us was the fact that many former terminatedvested employees
entered the retireegroup at age 65 but were not eligiblefor the retiree medical plan.
So we had to pullthem out of the study. Another situation had to do with eady
retirement windows in the past. If you're trying to predictthe future experience of
your active population, you probablyshouldnot recognizeall the early retirements that
came with the windows.

Another thing: take specialnote if the retireemedicalplan now is not the same one
that was in place when your current group of retireesretired. The same would be
true if you had substantialretirement plan changesbecause that can obviouslyaffect
the age at which actives retire.

Regardingdisability,you need to decide how significantthis is for your group. On
mortality assumptions,I had an insurancecompany client that started out wanting to
use a CSO table. We had to convincethe clientthat a CSO table is loaded in favor

of early death because it's a life insurancetable and that it might not be appropriate
for a retiree medical plan.

Let's discussplan-relatedassumptions. As far as retiree participation,you're going to
have challengesif you don't have that many retirees, and you're not sure what the
activesare going to do when they get to that status. Obviously,how much the
retirees have to pay to be in the retireemedical plan is going to affect things. There
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are preexisting conditions. Sometimes even the spouse plan that's available may
determine how many retirees will stay with your plan versus how many go to a
spouse plan. On the spouse and dependent coverage issue, how many spouses are
going to be covered at retirement may be very different from how many spouses are
covered among your actives.

An advertising agency told us, "Everybody is single and nobody covers spouses.
Don't worry about it." Well, that was true of most of the agency's people who were
in their 20s and 30s and tumad over about every two years. In the core group of
people who were in their 40s through 60s, a lot were married, and it was highly likely
that they were going to continue their coverage into retirement.

Remember, alternative plan elections. The plans that your actives are in may not be
the ones that they choose when they retire. If you have a big snowbird population of
retirees, then, even if they're in the HMO as actives, they may choose the indemnity
plan when they retire. Similady, if their health deteriorates, they may decide that they
want the indemnity plan at retirement.

Regardingadministrativecosts, it's hard to convince some employersthat, even
though they don't have much administrativecost for retireesnow (because they don't
have retirees),we still need to load something in. First-yearclaim cost is what Mac is
going to be talking about in just a littlewhile, so 131skipover that one.

Changes in deductibles, out-of-pocket limits, retireepremiums, life insurancelimits all
get into the issue of what is your substantiveplan. Can you assumethat the
deductiblesand out-of*pocketlimits are going to increaseat medicaltrend, at general
CPI trend, or not increaseat all? Obviously, this is crucial. In the past, have these
amounts actually increasedevery singleyear, or do they only increaseevery two,
three or four years? When you project your trend, this will matter. Life insurance
limits might come into play if you have life insurancebenefits that are half of active
pay but limited to $30,000 or something likethat. Is that $30,000 limit ever going
to increase?

Let's move on to economicassumptions. This is the fun part. If your clienthas been
dealingwith FAS 87, they are very familiarwith discountrate and long-termrate of
return on assets. If not, you'd go through the same sort of reasoning. Actually, I'm
waiting for a plan where I can have a long-term rate of return on assetsassumption.
None of the plans I deal with are funded.

On the health-care-costtrend rate, the first thing is the gross-eligible-chargetrend.
This trend is on everythingthat the plancovers, whether it's paid for by the
employer, by Medicare, by the retiree, or other. Health-careinflation,utilization,and
technologicaladvances are goingto have a big effect on this.

Changes in health status might be an antiselectionsituationwhere your population is
going to get sickerover time, perhapsbecausethe costs to the retireesare fairly high,
so lifetime limits might come into play. Sometimes you have a planwhere the
lifetime limit is as low as $25,000. Typically, you're not going to have a lot of data
on who is reachingthis limitalready. You're just goingto have to do a forward
projection. Obviouslythis will affect your trend quite a bit.
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Then, let's talk about the net incurred claims trend, on what the employer actually
pays for, net of Medicare reimbursement and retiree cost sharing. In some situations
this trend may be exactly the same as the gross-eligible-chargetrend, and in other
cases it could be substantiallydifferent. I'll give you one example of this. I had a

clientwith a generally,standard medicalplan, $200 deductible. The clientacquired
another company that had a $1,000 deductibleplan and decidedto keepthe $1,000
constant until the $200 deductiblecaught up with it. This was importantfor the
client's active plan because it was transferringemployees between the companies and
the client did want to eventuallyreachuniformity. Once the lower deductiblereached
the $1,000 the client would increaseboth with medical trend.

Chart 1 shows you what happens. If you start with the very bottom, that dark line is
the $1,000 deductible,and then the lightgrey line under it shows the $200 deduct-
ible increasingevery year until about 2009 when it reaches $1,000. The dark line
startingat 15% and coming down to 6% is the gross-eligible-chargetrend for the
lower deductible plan, which was alsothe net-incurred-claimtrend. The dotted line is
the net-incurred-claimtrend for the $1,000 deductible plan. The $1,000 deductible
has a leveragingeffect so that the trend starts out at 19%, decreasesgraduallyand
meets the lower trend just at the time when the difference in the deductibleis wiped
out.

CHART 1
Net IncurredClaimsTrend
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You know you must disclose the effects of a 1% increase in gross-eligible-charge
trend. The net-incurred-claim trend is probably the one that you're actually pro-
gramming and valuing. So, remember that when you're doing a 1% change in the
gross trend, that does not necessarily mean exactly a 1% change in the nat trend. In
the $1,000 deductible situation, we would have to go back and look at a gross trend
that decreased from 16% down to 7% and see what effect that would have on the

net trend for the plan with the higher deductible.
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The type of servicemay affect your trend assumptions. Chart 2 shows some figures
that I imagineyou're fairly familiar with: yearly increasefrom 1986-91 the medical
CPI, drug CPI, and an all-urbanCPI. Medicaltrend averagesabout 8%, the drug
trend about 1% more than that and the all urban considerablyless,maybe 4% or 5%
average over that five-year period. Forpost-65 retirees,the drug cost can be 40% of
the employer cost, and it might be worthwhile having a separate valuationfor the
drug coats. Similarly,if your retiree plan covers dental expenses,the trend for that is

considerablylower than the medical trend, and it might be worth isolatingthat piece.

CHART 2
Yearly Increasein CPI
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Consider managed care. Dependingon how many of your retireesare likelyto
participatein a managed versus a not managed program, you may want to use a
separate trend there. There is some debate over whether managed care permanently
decreasesyour trend or whether there is just a couple-of-yeareffect. That's some-
thing you might want to consider.

Next, let's discussgrossdomestic product (GDP) constraint- whether medical care is
the beast that will eat the GDP. You want to make sure that whatever trend you
assume for your particularemployer, if you compare that with what you're expecting
to be the increasenationallyin medical costsversus the increase inthe GNP or GDP,
you're coming up with a reasonableresult. Chart 3 assumes that the growth in GDP,
5% at the moment, will eventuallybecome 6%. The nationalmedicaltrend, currently
11%, will decrease, endingat about 6.5%. This particularemployer's gross-eligible-
charge (GEC) trend, which is 15% at the moment, will eventuallydecrease and
match the GDP growth of 6%. You'll notice at the end that the nationalmedical
trend is coming out a little bit higherthan this employer'strend. An explanationfor
this might be that, for the populationas a whole, the agingof the populationwill
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show up in the national medical trend, but for the employer, the aging is supposed to
be in the claims curve.

CHART 3

Sample Trend Rates
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Take a look at this Chart 3 for a minute. We have a 15% employer trend, 11%
national trend, and 5% GDPtrends to start out with in 1992, and they all converge
by about 2010 at 6-6.5%. Now, what if we changed those assumptionssome-
what? What if we said: the nationaltrend isn't goingto decrease quite this steeply;
the GDP isn't goingto increasequite as fast; the gross-eligible-chargetrend for this
employer starts out at 15% but generallystays about the nationalmedical trend until
the ultimate point.

That would look likecase two in Chart 4. We have the same starting pointsand the
same ending points,but we're taking a lot longer to converge. Now, what is the
effect of this on our assumptionas to how much of the GDP is going to be absorbed
by medical costs? In Chart 5 we can see what the differenceis. We're starting out
at 14% of GDP, as beingthe U.S. medical costs basis.

The dashed linesare case one, the optimistic case where, by the year 2015, we'd
end up at about 19% beingabsorbedby medicalcosts. The solidline, which is case
two, shows that in the same 23-year periodwe are now up to absorbing27% of the
GDP as medical costs. Now, either of those couldbe right. We don't have a crystal
ball, but you need to think about where your assumptionsare leadingyou so that you
come out with a reasonableresult.
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CHART 4
SampleTrend Rates
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Just an aside here - somebody expressed to me what they call the epidemiological
model of health-care costs. In any population the number of new cases of an
epidemic is based on the number of both infected people and noninfected people at
the moment. The people who have the disease are the ones who are contagious and
can spread it. The people who don't have it are the ones who can get it and
produce an increase in the infected population, so an epidemic will always have the
number of people who are sick increasing very quickly at first, almost an exponential
increase, and then it will level out. The fastest rate of growth is right about when
haft the population is sick and the other haft isn't yet. It was suggested to me that
health-care costs are similarly going to have to level off when the percentage of the
population that isn't paying prohibitively expensive medical costs is so low that
medical costs can no longergrow. It's an interesting thought.

Select and ultimate versus a weighted average trend - I think several years ago some
of us tried to use one medical trend number for all future calendar years, perhaps
because our valuation systems weren't up to handling the calendar-year differences. I
don't know if I'd risk that right now. Every time I've done one of these it's been
quite sensitive to those calendar-year-trend assumptions, but I'd be interested in
hearing other people's experience on that.

There should be testing of sensitivity to assumptions. We talked about an increase in
the gross-eligible-charge trend. I've found it useful to, at least, vary the retirement
age assumptions a little bit to see what effect that has on the results; it can be eye
opening. Plan changes have an effect on experience. Obviously if you change the
plan, you have to look at every assumption and figure out if it still makes sense --
plan participation, retirement ages, antiselection, the whole bit.

Tom's example showed a case where the second-year results can look bed if you
didn't guess right on your first-year assumptions. This can be especially significant if
you have an employer that recognizes the entire liability all at once. You want to
know what's going to happen if you guess wrong for that first year.

I've not had a chance to do a second-yearFAS 106 valuation, although I've done
second-year studies before employersadopted it. Often, we found that whatever
assumption we initiallyused for medical trend for the secondyear, the experience in
the first year was so bad that in the second valuation we couldn't use that second-
year trend. So, if you wanted to be right, you'd have that medical trend decreasing
very gradually, at first.

I'll just mention one example to show how interesting attribution issues can be. An
employer, in 1986, read the handwriting on the wall and decided that it did not want
unlimited infinite retiree medical liability,so it announced to its employees that the
number of years of medicalcoverage that the employeeswould have once they
retiredwas goingto be equalto the number of yearsof service that they had at the
end of 1986. It didn't matter when they retired. They could retire in the year 2000,
and if they had 20 yearsof service in 1986, then starting in the year 2000 they'd
have a maximum of 20 years of retireemedical coverage. All employees had to have
15 years of service at retirement in orderto have the retireemedical benefits.
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The question arose, what is the APBO under these circumstances? We discussed it,
the client discussed it, and the auditor discussed it. Finally, we took it to the FASB
and FASB kicked it around for a week. We all came to the same conclusion, which
was that the service after 1986 only affected vesting. It only affected whether you
had the 15 years of service on the date of retirement and did not increase the
benefits. The only service that affected the level of benefits was the pre-1986
service, so the entire expected postretirement benefit obligation (EPBO)for all the
actives was APBO, and it could all be recognized the first year as a transition obliga-
tion. Well, our client was thrilled because it had a really strong balance sheet. The
company wanted to take it all in one gulp, and that's what it did.

On cash-flow and expense projections, when you do your ten-year projection of
benefits or claim payments, you want to make sure that the first year on the projec-
tion looks a lot like the actual claims that you had in your last year of experience.

Regarding expense relative to cash flow, in an unfunded plan, the question always
arises, although expense starts out higher than pay-as-you-go, don't they cross at
some point? Well, Chart 6 shows a forecast valuation we did for one client. The
pay-as-you-go cost, slightly less than 2% of payroll in 1992, increases to about 4%
in the year 2012. FAS 106 expense, on a 20-year amortization, starts at 10% and
increases to 14% by 2021. it doesn't look like they're ever going to meet.

CHART 6
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Another client said, we're going to cut off this obligation. Anybody who is hired after
1988 will not get retiree medical benefits; won't this help? The answer is, yes, it
does help, but not as soon as you might think. Chart 7 shows a forecast we did for
this situation.
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CHART 7
FAS 106 Cost Effect*
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FROM THE FLOOR: These are open group forecasts?

MS. FESHBACH: The first one was an open group forecast. The second one isn't
because the post-1988 hires are not covered, so this is a closed group.

FROM THE FLOOR: Is this a relatively immature group, and I assume no funding?

MS. FESHBACH: No funding, and it's not particularly immature.

FROM THE FLOOR: That is because the existence of funding will cause them to
cross a fair amount.

MS. FESHBACH: Absolutely.

FROM THE FLOOR: You'll notice a trend toward the cross in Chart 6 if you have
funding.

MS. FESHBACH: Yes, that was an unfunded plan. So is this one. As you can see,
the pay-as-you-go cost, which is less than 1% right now, is going to get to about
2%% in the next 20 years. The FAS 106 expense, slightly below 5% now, will
increase to slightly above 5% over 10 years and then start gradually decreasing. You
can see that these lines are coming together, but I think I'll be retired by the time it
actually happens. On that happy note, I'll turn it back over to Tom.
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MR. TOHER" Our next presentation comes from Mac McCarthy. He's a group
actuary with Mercer in the Richmond office, and he'll be presentinga littledifferent
perspectiveon the valuation,somebody that actuallyknows what's going on in these
claim costs. Mac generallyprovidesgroup actuarialconsultingservices to a variety of
clientson the pricingand valuationof health and welfare benefits. He's going to
discussclaim data, the daterminationof cost by age, some survey data and some
plan design alternatives.

MR, LAWRENCEJ. MCCARTHY: No, I don't reallyknow what's going on as far as
retiree claim cost. I have some opinions,and I probablywon't shareany of those.
We have a lot of other peoplein Mercer who have opinions,and I will share a little bit
in terms of what the consolidatedopinionmay be in some of those areas.

vkrrthregard to claim data availability,FAS 106 indicatesthat, when doing a valuation
for a plan, you shoulduse the plan's own historicalclaim cost data, split by age, to
determine your claimcost by age assumption goingforward. Now, unfortunately,
that's generally not availableat all, or if it's available it's probably not totally credible
for moat of your groups. When you start breaking it down by age brackets,either 5-
or lO-year brackets, or even pre-65 and post-65, you deterioratethe credibilityon
that population.

There is a growing effort to capture claim data for retireespartly becauseFAS 106
gives you a strong incentive to collectthat informationseparately, so you don't
double count it on your profit and lossstatement. Also, a numberof largeremployers
are getting into detailed health-careclaim data analysisthrough systems that they're
purchasingfrom insurancecompaniesor consultingfirms. The availabilityof data on
large employers in that format certainly helps going forward, trying to understand
what's going on with the situation.

Luckily, FAS 106 also indicates that if you don't have reliable data for that particular
plan you can use data collected from other employer plans, make appropriate adjust-
ments, etc., and that's mainly what we're all about right now. We have a few
clients where we feel they're large enough that we can actually get some sense of
what's going on, and we can then generalize that to the particular plan that we're
doing a valuation on at that point in time.

Some of what I'm going to share with you today is data out of what we call at
Mercer postretirement evaluation clearinghouse, which is an attempt within Mercer to
gather information on valuations, compile it and publish it internally to give us a sense
of our assumptions' reasonableness. Are we in the right ballpark? What's going on?
It does not relieve any group actuary of the need to do a decent analysis and set the
assumptions based on the client's information and situation, but it does at least tell
you if you are in the ballpark or down the street somewhere.

The first bit of information is what we are seeing Mercer actuaries use for claim cost
assumptions. Typically, in this clearinghouse, we adjust everything to age 65. These
are age 65 claim costs before Medicare. Of course, you'd have to understand a little
bit more about the underlying plan designs and that sort of thing, but for 1992 valua-
tions, typically we saw people using somewhere around $3,900 as a median
assumption (Table 3). After Medicare, we see it's dropped down to about $803
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(Table 4). One thing that you might notice between the two tables is that there is
significantlymore variance in the after Medicare numbers than there is in the before
Medicare numbers,and that's likelydue to the strong leveragingeffect that different
Medicare integrationmethods have on the cost.

TABLE 3

Postretirement Medical Valuations Clearinghouse
Age 65 Claim Costs Assumptions - Before Medicare

1991 1992
Percentile Valuations Valuations

20th $2,617 $3,065
Median $3,295 $3,934

80th $3,961 $4,972

Claimcostassumptionsdeterminedfromcredibleretireeexperience

TABLE 4

PostretirementMedical ValuationsClearinghouse
Age 65 Claim Costs Assumptions-- After Medicare

1991 1992
Percentile Valuations Valuations

J,,

20th $530 $572
Median $753 $803

80th $983 $1,238

Claimcostassumptionsdeterminedfrom credibleretireeexperience

One thing I should point out, on both these tables, these are assumptions that were
set for groups where the actuary felt the retiree experience was credible in and of
itself, so the company can do a standard projection using actuarial and underwriting
techniques from one year to the next. I don't have the exact detail on the number
side, but the average was about 1,000 retirees in each of the groups that these
numbers were pulled from.

Given some idea where that figure should fall, you need to assess the relative claim
cost. it gives you one age, that sort of thing, but how is that varied by age as
required for FAS 1067 Chart 8 is somethingdirectlyout of a client for the Richmond
office of Mercer. It's a very large employerin the southeast, somethingon the order
of 250,000 active employees,about 55,000 or 60,000 retirees in it's population. It
is a fairly rich benefit plan inthe nature of 90% coinsurancewith about $150
deductible. I believeit's $750 out-of-pocket maximum. The Medicare integration
technique is an exclusion-typeplan, for those who arefamiliar. That's where you
subtract what Medicare pays from the covered charges,then applydeductiblesand
coinsurance.
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Chart 8

Medical Per Capita Claim Costs
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We were particularly interested in how retiree claim costs differed from active claim
costs, giventhe same age. That is illustratedin the 55-59 bracketsand the 60-64
brackets. There seems to be, from this chart and this particularemployer, about a
20% differentialbetween those costs. The other thing of significanceis that the
differentialgrows the youngerthe retiree. We did have data down at younger ages,
but then you start getting into disabilityretirements and havingto weed that out.
Now, this allkind of makes senseto us because retireesunder age 65, often retire
because of poor health, and there's alsoa conjecturethat maybe retireeshave more
time to go to the doctor than active employees. That may be a factor; it is important
to take into account when you're lookingat active claim costsand trying to generalize
them to the retirees. There will be some extra morbidityload for those retirees.
Associatedwith that, if you lookat the rate of increasesby age, there seems to be a
much lower agingfactor for retireesthan there is for actives in those older ages. I
believethat, if the active employee is between 50-65, we would see in this group
about a 4-5% per year increasein the employee'scost through aging. For retirees
from 55-75, we're seeingan averageof 2.5% per year for aging. This is significantly
different than you might get if you looked at Medicare claim costs, for example, by
age.

Generally,when trying to assessthe claim costsby age for a particular group,you
need to dealwith whatever informationis available. Sometimes you'll have what you
considerto be vent credibledata, such as the client that we just had up there. Here
there is such a large number, and you understandso thoroughlywhat the plan has
been doingand what the changesare, that you use that informationdirectly. Of
course,that's a real rarity. Often, you won't even have the claims for retireessplit
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out separately. If you do, it may not be split between over and under age 65, and
you may have to come up with some sort of method to use the information you have
but then supplement that with information from other employers or general modeling
techniques.

Of course, there are plenty of situations around, and more will emerge as smaller
employers start evaluating liabilitiesfor FAS 106 purposes, where you have no
credible client-specific data, and you have to use general employer information.
Certainly if you have credible data, you can apply standard techniques and produce a
claim cost that, in aggregate, you feel comfortable with. You probably still will have
to go to some outside source to get an aging factor, so you can adjust that by age.
If you have less than credible data, there are a vadety of different techniques. This is
one example. As I said, often you're going to have data that you're comfortable with
but not everything you want. In particular, we find situations fairly commonly where
we're comfortable with the active experience. We have a credible pool there that we
think we can generalizeto retirees,but the retireesare just so small or excluded in
some way that you're not comfortable with the retiree experience. The AAA
guidelines for doing FAS 106 valuations mention one possibility: take the active
experience, age it and use that for retiree claim costs. One approach that we've
taken in that situation certainly projects the active experience according to whatever
trend you're using for the actives. Apply an active aging table according to whatever
trend you're using for the actives. Apply an active aging table to get an age-65 claim
cost. Then, take that age-65 claim cost and adjust it for retiree age, because the two
are different. So, you have to go to a benchmark and then deviate off that. Certainly
for the post-65 you need to take into account some sort of Medicare offset, depend-
ing on the integration method and the richness of the underlying plan.

The difference between a coordination of benefits (COB) and a carve-out Medicare
will be relatively larger if you have a low plan, something like a $500 deductible, 80%
with no out-of-pocket limit, than if you have a plan that's incredibly rich. There won't
be as much difference between a COB and a carve out if you have a rich underlying
plan and you're paying close to 100% anyway, so what's the real difference?

Another general example would be a situation that we run into with smaller groups.
We have a client in our office for whom we have actually done a third FAS 106
valuation. The client adopted for 1990 as soon as the standard came out, and
unfortunately, the client has only about a few hundred employees and ten retirees.
So, there's no credible experienceanywhere that I would rely on to do the retiree
claim rate. Basically, we used information on other employers in the same location.
We adjust that to a standard age. We considered whether to adjust for geography,
which may not be as big a deal for retirees as it is for actives. The retirees tend not
to stay put. They may be more dispersed around the country. V_rrthplan designs,
certainly if you're using experiencefrom another employer, you have to consider how
different the plan design might be and Medicare integration methods.

If at all possible, it makes a whole lot of sense to use retiree claim experience from
employers that have similar plan designs and Medicare integration. It takes out one
adjustment factor or lessens the impact of it. Then, of course, you must apply
retiring aging to that claim cost.
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As I mentioned, we have a clearinghousewithin Mercer where we gather and
disseminateinternallyinformationon vadous plan designs,demographicfeatures,
resultsof the valuation, the pay-as-you-goclaim costs,etc. From this we try to
determineif we are inthe right ballpark,or is what we're doing appropriate?You
might say that it's kind of a self-fulfillingprophecy. If we're collectingour own
informationand assumptionsand say, "Okay, ourassumptionis great," we aren't
necessarilyaccomplishinganything;we certainlyare aware of that. But, until
somebody actuallygets appropriateinformation that we can sharewith the rest of the
actuarialcommunity, that's a reasonablething to do.

The valuation clearinghousedght now has built up to about 5(30 valuations. There
are about 2,500,000 actives underlyingin those valuationsand somewhere between
500,000 and 750,000 retirees included,some of which I'm goingto show you. If
there is anybody out there from Mercer you may be a little bit surprised. This is
preliminary. It hasn't been shared with anybody yet, and 131also caution you that it
hasn't undergonethe type of scrutinythat we will put it to before we actually use it
in the field, but it's an early glance at what we're going to be releasingsoon
intemally.

One of the critical factors is the agingfactors beingused (Table 5). How much does
medical cost increasecoveredcharges with vadous ages? These are just some
selected ages. This is the median that we have seen peopleusing for 1992 valua-
tions. There seems to be a trend away from usinga flat standardpercentage across
the board, which some of us used in the eadierdays before we had any indication.
As we start to get informationon largergroupsand start to consolidatesome of that,
we're seeing numbers that tend to decrease. The rate of increasegoes down, it
appears,at the older ages, and that's been reflected in the valuationassumptionsthat
we're using.

TABLE 5

PostretirementMedical ValuationsClearinghouse
Aging Factors

Median Median

Age Aging Factor Age Aging Factor

55 4.0% 70 2.0%
60 4.0 75 1.8
65 3.0 80 1.0

FROM THE FLOOR: Is this assumption also getting flatter over time, compared to
tables that you used in the past?

MR. MCCARTHY: Yes, and I think it will continue to be a little bit flatter, especially
on the younger ages, as we explore that a little bit more.

The next assumption is the discount rate (Table 6). Those rates are displayed in
terms of what percentage of the valuations use various discount rates, and not
surprisingly, between 1991-92 people lowered the discount rate, using something in
the 7-8.5% range.
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TABLE 6

Postretirement Medical Valuations Clearinghouse
Discount Rates

Percentage of Valuations

Range 1991 1992

<7.0% 0.6% 2.1%
7.0-8.0% 19.4 41.1
8.0-8.5% 27.6 32.2
8.5-9.0% 33.5 13.7
>9.0% 18.8 11.0

Next is a gross-trend assumption (Table 7) and again, we're looking at a couple
percentiles; I'll focus on the median range. I'm calling it gross-trend assumptions.
This is what FAS 106 calls a health care-cost trend rate, so this is underlying on the
charges. It does not, of course, include any aging or leveraging or impact of Medi-
care, etc. Certainly there's a lot more variance in the near term as people attempt to
match this closer to actual employer experience, either on retirees, actives or both,
depending on what information they have available. V_frthinMercer, we see people
ending up using something in the 6-7% range. There is a fair amount of difference
between how quickly they get there, as Andrea was pointing out earlier. It has
significant impact on the valuation results.

TABLE 7

Poetretirement Medical Valuations Clearinghouse
Gross Trend Assumptions

Percentile 1993 1995 2000 Ultimate

2Oth 11.0% 11.0% 7.0% 6.0%
Median 13.0 12.5 8.0 7.O
8Oth 14.0 13.0 10.0 7.0

FROM THE FLOOR: Is this medical CPI?

MR. MCCARTHY: No, this is medical health care-cost inflation.

FROM THE FLOOR: Over the inflation, or does it include inflation?

MR. MCCARTHY: This includes inflation. Again, if you start factoring in the impact
of deductibles and coinsurance limits, these numbers will possibly go up considerably,
ff those features of the plan don't increase over time. It also does not take into
account contributions that may be held level from the retirees. This is what FAS 106
calls the net health care-trend rate on charges.

Here is a little bit more real survey information. In November 1992 Mercer took a
survey of not necessarily Mercer clients and not necessarily people that Mercer had
done valuations for, but certainly people we had some contact with, asking them: Do
you have a retired medical plan, have you valued it, what have been the results of it,
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what can you share with us as far as changes you might be likely to make or have
already made? We had 780 employers respond. Roughly one-third of them had
fewer than 1,000 employees, and the other two-thirds had more than 1,000 employ-
ees. It was interesting and feeds into some of the things Andrea was saying about
the differential between the FAS 106 expense and pay-as-you-go expense.

I'Utell you about the top part of Table 8 first. The net pedodic postretirement benefit
cost (NPPBC)over pay as you go, this ratio, is how much we see people's expenses
going up when they change the accounting methods. Eighteen percent of the
employers said that they expected the NPPBCto be between two to three times their
current pay-as-you-go cost. Sixty percent said that it should be in the three to eight
times range, and 22% of the employers said it was going to be eight or more times
what they were currently expensing for retired medical.

TABLE 8

Retiree Health BenefitsSurvey

NPPBC/PAYGO Percentageof Employers

2-3 18%
3-8 60
8+ 22

TransitionObligation Percentageof Employers

Undecided 62%

One-time charge 21
Amo_ze 17

There was a fairly significantdifferencebetween the smalleremployersand the larger
employers. The largeremployers tendedto be more towards the bottom end of the
scale, while others were two to three times. This is basicallya maturity issue. Those
employers were more likelyto have a significantnumber of retireesalready collecting
benefits.

On the issueof taking the transition obligation,either amortizingor taking it as a one-
time charge, I think this 62% that were undecidedis related to when the survey was
taken. This was November 1992 before people actually had to bitethe bulletand
make a decision. Of the ones who had decided, more of them had decided to take a
one-time charge, trying to put at least a portionof FAS 106 behind them, rather than
amortize over expected lifetime or 20 years.

I have one comment for anybody who's working on this area. It seems to be very
common inthe clientsthat I work with that you'll go through the initialvaluation and
maybe a redesignproject, and everythingwill be gauged against the NPPBCassuming
a 20-year amortization. Then, very often it seems, at the end when they have to
actually put a number in the books, somebody will waive a flag and say, "No, let's
take the one-time adoption." I think the percentage that take the one-time charge will
be significantlyhigherthan that in the future.
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It is sensitive to how good a year the client may be having or how bad a year, and I
think it possibly goes both ways. If you're having a really terrible year, how much
worse can it look? Similarly, we had a client that had an unusual income item that
was nonrecurring, so they said, "Well, we'll just take It as a one-time hit fight there,
and wash it through there." That happened to be a public utility, and it didn't want
to show a real big profit in any particular year.

One of the other things we asked in the survey was, now you've seen the numbers,
what do you think you might do about it? Most everybody is doing something (Table
9). Only 17% of the respondentsthat had retiree medical planssaid they weren't
going to do anything at all. They were just fine with it. They would leave it alone.
Everybodyelse saidthey're going to do something. The most commonthing was to
shift the cost over to the retirees, either in terms of increased contributions, increased
deductibles or copayments. The managed-care technique is particularly targeted at
the pre-65 retirees. It doesn't make a lot of sense to try to keep Medicare retirees
out of the hospital from the employer's perspective, and that's what managed care
tries to do and then a variety of other things.

TABLE 9

Retiree Health Benefits Survey

Action Total

Raised retiree contributions 48%
Increased deductible or copay 44
Used managed care techniques 38
Tightened eligibility 29
Capped employer contributions 23
ChangedMedicareintegration 19
Used a defined-dollar approach 13
Cancelledbenefits 12

Reduced lifetime benefit cap 7

Certainly if you add those numbers up, you're going to get a lot more than 100%,
and that's because most people are attacking on more than one front. Only 21% of
respondents pick only one approach to try and reduce it. Sixty-two percent combined
somewhere between two to nine of these approaches to try to reduce the impact of
FAS 106.

FROM THE FLOOR: Did you find anybody doing it, but especiallyby class, in other
words, executives get nothing?

MR. MCCARTHY: No, I haven't really. I've seen more in terms of changesfor
current retireesversus changesfor future retireesand often the active employees
close to retirementwill be grandfatheredin or some sort of a window opportunitywill
be generated. I think an awful lot of peoplemight be afraid of discriminationissuesif
that came out; it's something they keep in mind. I've seenpeopletighteningup on
the eligibility. Maybe that's a class sort of thing where they're sayingyou have to
have 20 years of service; whereas, beforewe'd let you go out with ten and take
retiree medical.
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In addressing these sorts of issues when working with clients, we like to keep in mind
the basicstructure of the plans and look at it in three different ways. First, what's
the actual benefit design, in other words, does the plan have benefits, coinsurance,
deductibles, that sort of thing? Second, who should be covered and what are the
age service requirements, and are dependents covered or if they're covered are they
going to pay the full cost themselves? Third, of course, contributions, how are we
going to share this cost with the retirees? Very often we hear in our neck of the
woods employers saying, "No, we don't have an FAS 106 plan. Yes, we let retirees
continue their coverage until 65, but they pay the full cost, so it's not a problem."
Well, when you look into what's the full cost, they pay the same as everybody else is
charged, the average employee premiums. FAS 106 is basically clear if you reed it,
and the American Academy of Actuaries' guidelines are even clearer, that it is a
hidden plan and has an FAS 106 value associated with it. I think that once you
educate the employers that this stuff doesn't cost $2,000 a year, it costs $4,000,
then they say, well, the company policy all along has been that there's no cost to the
employer, so they're going to increase the contributions and require retirees to pay for
that.

A final note, when looking at these redesign issues, you have to keep in mind
whether the employer is looking to cut current expenses or is it looking to cut current
cash cost? Certainly if you cut the cash cost you're not cutting the expenses, but
there are a lot of things that people are doing that don't effect what they pay out
right now. One way certainly is attributing the cost to later years of service, instead
of a plan that allows people to be eligible with ten years of service accumulated at
any time, you have to have ten years of service after age 45 or after age 35. It's
comparable to a pension plan where people aren't participants until they're age 21.
It's like taking it another step further, since there are no restrictions on that sort of
thing. FAS 106 actually has examples of attributing service to later years. Of course,
all you're doing is changing the timing of the expense.

A lot of people are looking at that sort of thing, though, and saying, we don't know
what's going on with national health-care, the whole health marketplace is in flux,
let's buy four to five years, and we'll see what happens then. We may have another
bump at that point, or it may grow faster. Otherwise, the same sort of buying time
can take place with terms of the contributions. We see clients saying, 'Tve got to
get out from under this at some point, so for the next four to five years I'll let my
share of the cost keep going up as it has, but then I'm going to cap it, and when my
cost hits two to three times what my per capita cost is right now, then the retirees
have to take the entire burden of increases." I don't always know if that's really
what they're intending to do or if that's another buying time and if we change it at
that point we'll reestablish ourselves in a plan and go forward. Of course, you do the
same sort of thing on the benefits as you do on the contributions. It's a little more
complicated, a little harder to communicate.

If you make those changes, all these things have to change the substantive plan,
which basically means you have to communicate them to the retirees and the
employees before you can take them into effect in the valuation.

MR. TOHER: We'll now open the floor to questions.
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MR. JOSEPH P. MACAULAY: I have a couple of questions and one technical
comment. It's not the Academy stand, it's the actuarial standards for compliance
guideline.

MR. MCCARTHY: Correct.

MR. MACAULAY: I seem to see a difference between McCarthy's and Feshbach's
numbers in one thing. McCarthy's survey of assumptionswould seem to indicatea
much more significantincreaseinthe GDP component. For most of your assump-
tions, the ultimate was 7% whereas with the 20th percentilebeingas low as 6% for
the health care-cost trendrate. Feshbach'scame down to basically5-6.5%, the
6-6.5% at the end, which was a little lower. I was surprisedto see the average
ultimate be as high as 7%, which concemed me a bit. I had one other comment.
I'm not sure it was industry specific,but about 50 of the top 70 companiesseem to
adopt retroactively,by size,to January 1, 1992, and most of them took the whole
hit. It seemed to be a trend among companiesinthat size classwhen the chief
financial officersgot together. They seemed to alldecidethat about the end of the
year.

MR. MCCARTHY: Yes, first of allon the ultimate trend rate, what we didn't display
and what I don't have availablehere right now is that's sensitiveto what you think
your long-termGDP growth is, and it's the combinationof the two that will determine
the ultimate shareof GDP, so that couldaccount for some of the difference. As

Andrea said, what she had was one particularexample.

The comment on companiesadopting retroactively, I think that's probablytrue. The
survey information,as I said,was done in November 1992 where many of the
companies had not actuallydecided yet what they were goingto do even for 1992,
and I think if you did a survey of actual financialsurveysfor 1992, the companies
that did It probablytook the full hit or more than 50%. Tom, is that consistentwith
what you've seen?

MR. TOHER: From what I have seen, the cumulative effect - we'll use the proper
accounting term - is the prevalentpath if companiescan afford to do it. There may
be specialconsiderations.

MR. DONALD S. GRUBBS,JR.: I have two questions,first for Mac McCarthy.
These per capita claim costs that you had, are those costs solelyof the individual's
coverage, or do they includefamily and dependent coverage?

MR. MCCARTHY: That was for an individual. It was basicallyaverage per partici-
pant, not per retiree includingthe dependents, etc.

MR. GRUBBS: On the actives we often don't know how many individualsthere are
or whether those are per individualor do they includefamily cost?

MR. MCCARTHY: Those were individualsonly. Actually, those were employeesonly
versus retireesonly, in that example.
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MR. GRUBBS: For an employer, for that portion of the employees who get their
coverage through an HMO, the employer does not have claim costs. It pays premi-
ums that may not vary by age, maybe separate costs for the over 55, under 65.
SimUarly, for small employers, perhaps all of their coverage is on a fully insured basis.
How do you handle those things? How does that make your FAS 106 coats differ?

MR. MCCARTHY: Well, I think Andrea mentioned that, in a case where you have
more than one plan, you have to take that sort of thing into consideration; however,
the plan coats vary in that situation. Certainly if you have a fully community-rated
group, your coat would not change whether you had the retirees in there or not. I
guess you expense the premiums that are charged in that situation. On the very
small employers, where they're paying a fully insured premium, I always feel like I
have to look to what would happen if I pulled the retirees out of the population.
Would my average cost go down? I think moat group carders, when they're evaluat-
ing the premium for a group, look at the age and sex split of the population, and
that's an important element in the claim quest. Even HMOs are now community
rating by class, and that's an element of their calculation. Do you see anything
different?

MS. FESHBACH: I agree.

MR. MARTIN E. STAEHUN: I have three things I want to say. One I'll call a helpful
hint. The second one is a comment, and the third one is a question. The helpful
hint: I don't know if I want this onthe record, but I'll say it anyway. Those of us
who have the fortune of working for an accountingfirm are not only getting to do a
lot of these valuations, but we're alsoreviewinga lot of other people'svaluations, and
I'll say I think I've only had one uglyshoutingmatch on the phone. The helpful hint
is that, when another actuary is reviewingsomebody's work, we're reallynot trying
to second guess people,at least moat of us. So, I'm not sure I'm speakingfor allof
Coopers & Lybrand, but this is my opinion. If you just do a little bit of planning
ahead, I hope sometimesyou'll get a callthat says, "Hi, this is the client. There are
other consultingactuaries on the phone,and there are auditorshere, How would you
liketo talk about these issues?" I hopeyou'll get some preplanningtime, and if you
can just go down the more difficultassumptionsand agreeto disagreesometimes,
that process usually works well.

MR. MCCARTHY: As a practice- again, I can't speak for allMercer actuaries- but,
it's our opinion in the Richmondoffice that you get togetherwith the auditor at the
earliestopportunity. When you have somethingdefined as the substantiveplanner for
assumptions,set and coverthat at that time, rather than waiting until it's time to
publish the statement.

MR. STAEHLIN: Right. They're goingto releasetheir annual statement that after-
noon at 3:00 and they need an answer. The comment I wanted to make is on the
aging factors. You had a very largeclientwhere you said the pre-65 retiree aging per
year was lessthan the actives,when you compared your 55-59 to 60-64, and
actually in that exampleyour post-65 agingwas fairlysevere. We have a lot of
situationswhere we see exactly the opposite. The pre-65 aging is quite severe, and
the post-65 aging is very flat. That's on net claimspost-65, not on gross claims, so
you reallyjust have to be aware of those situations. We have a database. We're
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trying to aggregateallour valuations,but a lot of times it's very important the type of
Medicare integrationthat you have and the plan parameters.

MR. MCCARTHY: And as I've tried to correct Tom, I don't have any of the answers.
This is a lot of the stuff that we all have to be lookingat and aggregatingthings
together to come to some conclusionsfor our models to use.

MR. STAEHLIN: The point I wanted to make is, if that post-65 aging is inappropriate,
it acts like a secondarytrend assumptionbecauseit acts like a trend over time, and
you've seenthe 1% increase and what it will do to the valuation. If that post-65
agingis inappropriate,it reallywill giveyou a big inflator, so it's importantto make
sure it's a validpicture.

MR. MCCARTHY: Another appropriatecomment would be that it dependson what
benefitsyou're valuing. As Andrea said, you might want to value the drugsseparate-
ly from the others becauseof the different trends. Well, if you do that, you're going
to have different agingon those benefits, in particular. One example that I've seen is
lookingat retireedental. We had a client that was fairly largethat had retiree dental,
and if you looked at the cost by age for the dental you had a negative aging.

MR. STAEHLIN: I think that's a reallyvalid point becauseCoopers & Lybrand started
out with a lot of sectoring, and we have seen that clearlyyou need to look at the
drug sector. I reallywould agree with that. Last, I'll get to my question, which was I
think in your example, I couldn't divide it fast enough, but your exampleof what you
haveseen in your database is you have 20% trend pre-65 and about 7% post-65.
Now, that was net claims, I know, but we have a theoreticaldifference. We think
pre- and post-65 shouldbe there, and I think we have someother Coopers& Lybrand
people herethat may be able to confirmthis. We're seeinga biggerdifferentialthan
we would theoreticallyexpect. I was wondering if your data supported that, that
there appearsto be a much muted trend post-65 in the last couple of years that
we've done thesevaluations. If it's true that moat of those initialhealth care costs

are 12-15% gradingdown, we very seldomsee experiencedtrend inthe 12-15%
range,and that's going to create a lot of auditorconcernover the next couple years.
How do you justify the first three to four years of trends?

MR. MCCARTHY: You probablyshouldn'ttake those 1992 numbers and divide by
the 1991 and say that's the trend we saw because they may be on different groups.
The median here may not be the same group that's the median the next year, so
that's kind of dangerous. We do look at that in a differentmanner, lookingat the
averagecost per person as opposedto medians. Second,for the trend, what we
actuallysee in experience,shouldprobablybe higherthan that becausethat is the
healthcare-cost trend, not the net claim trend. Third, I guess it's somewhat geo-
graphicallydifferent, but I have quite a few clientsthat have a 12-13% trend year
overyear, net claimtrend, in the southeast.

MR. STAEHLIN: You see that both pre-65 and post-65?

MR. MCCARTHY: No, I'm talking about just in generaltrends.

MR. STAEHLIN: Just an aggregate trend?
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MR. MCCARTHY: Just an aggregate trend.

MS. FESHBACH: One other thing to realize is that the Medicare balance billing
restrictions have come in over the last couple of years, so you have a somewhat
different plan, and that might be holding down what looks like the post-65 trend.

MR. MCCARTHY: I do support the notion that you could have a different trend pre-
65 and post-65.

MR. MITCHELL I. SEROTA: On the plane coming over here I suddenly had some
time on my hands, and I started to read through financial statements of various
stocks that are having their annual meetings shortly.

MR. TOHER: Do you recognize the numbers they put up there?

MR. SEROTA: Yes, as opposed to most everybody else who is reading those things,
but I saw differences between conservative approach and aggressive approach in
accounting firms, and some accounting firms that were representing very large
corporations, shall we say Fortune 500 corporations, let those corporations get away
with, to my way of thinking anyway, incredibly aggressive assumptions. One even
had the discount rate greater than the health care trend rate for the first year. I was
very much taken aback by this, and of course, the bottom line was not devoured by
any stretch of the imagination, which gets me to my next point. In helping out a
client or trying to help out a client whose bottom line was devoured because of FAS
106 recognition last year, we decided to cut all eligibility henceforward and make it a
closed group. This gets to Andrea's question, what happens the second year? After
having the bottom line being devoured, it still got nibbled at or maybe noshed on, as
appropriate.

We took a one life case to see what happens in the ultimate closed group. If you
start off with something that was a generic set of assumptions last year, 15%
medical trend rate grading down to 6% or 5% over the course of 10 or 15 years, or
whatever, and then long-range return of, shall we say 7-8%, that initial spread works
to your detriment in the first couple years. If you just assume that your actuarial
assumptions were exactly correct, you took a 15% increase of the claims cost for the
second year. It was only knocked down by an 8% discounting factor. So, you have
a net of a 7% jump allthe way down the line in the future years. The APBO keeps
going up, andthe client was quite upsetto see that. It thought it was going to have
this wonderful savings. They did not materialize, and the way things look the savings
weren't going to materializefor quite a longtime.

MR. LARRY BERNSTEIN: I was wondering if anyone knows what to do about active
lives who have opted out of the plan becausethey don't want to pay the contribu-
tions, but they can get back any time with evidence of insurability. Do you keep
them out of the FAS 106 calculationsforever until they actually come in or come
back or what?

MS. FESHBACH: I haven't faced that situation. I'm not sure what the rulesare.

But it sounds likeyou might very well have to make an assumptionabout people
ratuming in lateryears.
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MR. BERNSTEIN: We have absolutely no experienceon this.

MR. MCCARTHY: I've run into similar situations. Basically the way we handle it is
to value everybody who is an active that potentially could become a retiree and
receive retiree medical benefits, but you address it in terms of the participation
assumption for the retirees, it's not based on data or anything else. It's very difficult
to set those participation assumptions other than be sensitive to the fact that, the
more you charge the retirees, the fewer people will elect to be participants, of course,
the higher your per capita claim cost.
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